
Stretch Ceilings have successfully compiled a vast portfolio
of public, private and local authority swimming pools over the
last 30 years, one example being the recent installation at
Eastbourne College, East Sussex.

Using approximately 430 square metres of Acoustic Matt White material the stretch ceiling
was installed over the pool as 10no. flat panels and 4no. beam wraps, achieving a stunning
result. This particular finish was chosen as an excellent acoustic solution that can assist
exceptionally well in dealing with noise reverberation problems which can often occur in
swimming pools.

The flawless finish is effectively maintenance free which is key in this type of project due to
its scale and access requirements.

Stretch Ceilings are ideal for any internal application as they are easily cleaned, hygienic,
nontoxic, 100% recyclable whilst complying with a Class ‘0’ Fire rating (euroclass B s1 d0)
and comes with a 12 year guarantee.

430 Square Metres – Acoustic Matt White
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EASTBOURNE COLLEGE SWIMMING POOL

Big Motoring World chose Stretch Ceilings Ltd to install in
excess of 550 square metres of Translucent Stretch material
in 29 panels for their brand new mega-site in Kent.

Stretch Ceilings experienced staff were contacted early on in the development of this new
flagship site, enabling us to plan and co-ordinate the best solution for the vast area of
back-lit ceilings required. Our monolithic lighting panels add further wow-factor to the
state of the art showroom as well as providing an economical and low maintenance solution.

Using both the translucent stretch membrane and our 6500K QuadLink LEDs the showroom
remains a perfectly lit, bright space throughout all hours of the day. Paired with the Grey
Satin perimeter panels a stunning, modern result has been achieved.

The blend of the stretch diffuser membranes and LED lighting has huge design potential and
with our extensive knowledge and careful consideration of LED placement and distance,
a perfect illumination can be achieved. As an accredited supplier of The Carbon Trust you can
be assured that we provide quality, long-life, cost-effective solutions to your lighting needs.

550 Square Metres – Translucent Stretch Material
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BIG MOTORING WORLD, KENT


